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Dear friends of Water, 
 
 
The Earth is thirsty. And when the earth is thirsty, Man is hungry. 
Their countries are not only thirsty of water and hungry of food. 
They are craving for development and progress.  
While global population is increasing, so are its living standards, 
calling for additional amounts of water every day. Water surrounds 
us, brings us together and stimulates us. But when water is scarce, 
not only its absence generates tensions and crisis between 
communities and countries. But it also threatens the environment, 
and global ecosystems.  
 
The world is in danger because water is in danger, therefore 
everyone is in danger. But the problem is that in all the burning 
issues which the world is facing, water, in all its aspects, is still 
struggling to become one of the most urgent political priorities.  
Water is important because with water comes life, food, peace. Its 
scarcity enhances food crises and conflicts for its access.  
 
Water is now an essential element of geostrategy and, as such, a 
component of geopolitics. This is the reason why we must pay 
particular attention to its presence, or absence.  
 
In addition, there is a new emerging obligation to share water 
between Man and Nature. As a matter of fact, Man’s impact on 
Nature is so strong that nature cannot preserve itself nowadays. 
We must respond to the requirements of human development and 
at the same time to the respect of nature, by maintaining 
biodiversity and protecting ecosystems.  
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This emerging obligation is enhanced when knowing that the main 
threat on water conservancy comes from demographic growth. To 
answer global population’s ever-growing needs, which cannot be 
fulfilled only with the use of non-renewable natural resources, man 
had to adapt landscape to his use. He created infrastructures and 
facilities, dams, channels, thus deeply modifying the environment, 
in a way that is already partly beyond repair.  
 
Indeed, this excessive urbanization not only consequently reduces 
the amount of non-renewable resources, but also generates 
pollution and waste that modify, alter or destroy the functionality 
of ecosystems, both on a local and global scale.   
 
These two threats are showing that demographic growth and 
climate evolution are intimately linked, the former automatically 
leading to a degradation of the latter. This is why it is urgent for 
nature conservancy that we learn to consume less and to consume 
better. 
 
Limiting these effects requires the use of cleaner production 
methods, in particular through technical progress, human 
demography and preservation of the ecosystems.  
 
 Why is Nature so important for water conservancy?  
 
We need nature to protect water, but nature cannot be protected 
without water. 
Nature preserves water, nature filters water, nature maintains the 
quality and quantity of water. So, we must understand the need to 
share between human beings, but also between human beings and 
nature. 
 
It is our mission, as citizen of the world, to guarantee water 
security, for us all and by us all, at every level possible. To ensure 
this mission, the World Water Council, our Council, works on three 
pillars: 
 -Knowledge, which is to be shared and not begged  
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- Financing, which is to be adapted and not granted   
- and Governance, which is to be accepted and not forced upon 
citizens  
 
First of all, the first pillar, knowledge, could be defined as 
enhancing research to find new ways of managing water that are 
both economical and ecological. The more we innovate in research, 
the more we can bring nature-based solutions for freshwater 
management, thus benefiting water security.  
For instance, desalination of sea water using reverse osmosis is 
implemented in more than 70 countries around the world at an 
acceptable cost.  
 
The reuse of wastewater is also a significant step forward that will 
gradually gain attraction. 
In Singapore for example, since more than ten years, river water 
and water from wastewater treatment plants have been mixed 
together. This idea has also been implemented in Tunisian and 
Moroccan parks, gardens, golf courses and soon farming fields. 
However, there are still regulatory obstacles in Europe. 
Digitalization is also a significant step forward, as it allows farmers 
and citizens to track their daily consumption and detect leaks in 
their private networks. 
 
Secondly, the development possibilities brought by knowledge are 
enabled by the second pillar, finance.  The situation can be 
summed up as "water is short of money, but money is short of 
water".  
One of the fundamental issues is the generalization of sub-
sovereignty which allows, for example, a city in a poor country to 
borrow without a state guarantee while demonstrating its ability to 
repay. Another issue is that some of the poorest countries and 
communities lack the capacity to construct programs that meet 
funders' bureaucratic criteria. 
 
All in all, that means that the era of water centralism is over and 
that we must ensure fair distribution and complete openness. That 
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is why the third and last pillar is governance. Water governance 
must be efficiently shared between the State, which ensures the 
resource's availability and regulates its proper use, and the private 
sector. Then there is also the role of river basins authorities, which 
coordinate resource distribution and use, while ensuring quality 
through public policy. Basin management has helped countries 
like Mexico, Senegal, Brazil, and many others improve their water 
security. Finally, there is the level of local governments and 
residents who are responsible for treatment, distribution, and cost 
collection. 
 
Therefore, if the citizen, who is also a consumer, gets involved in 
this 3-level governance, the pillars are proving their efficiency.  
 
As mentioned previously, 
the greatest way to protect water is to leave it to nature. Water is 
conserved by nature, which filters it and maintains its quality and 
quantity. That is why it is urgent that we learn to share water 
between man and nature.  
 
There is one more point on which I insist, and it is a sensitive one: 
water reserves or water storage systems. Today, there are locations 
on every continent and in nearly every country where humans and 
nature lack water at some point. Today, as previously stated, 
scarcity is a problem not only in Africa, but also in the United 
States, India, Australia, and even France. 
 
That is why it is more than urgent to re-think the concept of dams 
and reservoirs. We must enter a new era of freshwater management 
based on the concept of aquatic biodiversity, the only sustainable 
way to protect biodiversity.  
Aquatic water reservoirs will not only protect the ecosystem, but 
also benefit mankind by helping it to cope with thirst. As this 
concept, due to its novelty, is still criticized, the World Water Forum 
in Dakar will be the perfect scenery to discuss and expose concrete 
solutions.  
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As would also like to underline, as we are talking here about 
Citues, that to enter the continuum of « Water for Humans, Water 
for Nature », we must stop opposing cities to the countryside, grey 
infrastructures to green infrastructures… For years, we've only 
talked about "smart cities" when it comes to innovation, but never 
about "smart rural areas." Who, however, guarantees water 
protection? Who is responsible for water production? Who is 
responsible for the preservation of forests and rural areas? People 
from rural areas, not city inhabitants. Where does the food come 
from? The farmers, not the city dwellers. 
As a result, we must voluntarily but gradually shift toward 
adopting farming practices that are acceptable to humanity, while 
still ensuring that humanity does not go without the water and food 
it requires to thrive. Every human being should have access to the 
basic services.  
 
To fulfill these commitments, we must all work with a horizontal 
and fundamental approach. Local authorities understand things 
better than the central government. Therefore, mayors, local 
communities and local groups must be given more responsibilities. 
Indeed, if there is no electricity, no water, no medical facility, it is 
impossible to build a school in the poorest countries. This 
horizontal and basic approach is required. In the future years, it 
will most likely become mainstream in the field of ‘water-thinking.' 
 
Allow me to conclude by mentioning the right to water. It is a 
complicated right that is simple to declare but difficult to enforce 
and apply in practice. For more than two decades, we have 
demanded that every human being have access to sufficient, high-
quality water at a cost that is affordable to the poorest. 
Some of the numerous possible solutions include the inclusion of 
the right to water in constitutions, the availability of free minimum 
allowances, or social tariffs. The solutions are political, and we 
must insist that they be provided. 
 
"Water is politics," and the only way to stop water misery is for 
everyone to commit. This is the World Water Council's mission, but 
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it is also ours as individuals. Dear friends of water, if you should 
remember only one thing from this presentation it could be: 
 Water is a political issue to which every citizen has the duty to 
contribute.  
 
 
Thank you for your attention 
 
 
 


